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had to take refuge in Constantinople, where he died. How-
ever, he had a posthumous triumph, for his son Bela II the
Blind, after a long contest with Stephen's half-brother Boris,
was able to assume the crown, and his son Geza II succeeded
him without opposition in 1141. But again on Geza's death
in 1161 there was civil war. His eldest son Stephen III was
opposed by two of Gaza's brothers, who asserted their right
by seniority; they sought the help of the Eastern Emperor,
and the ambitious Manuel was thus given the opportunity to
intervene. Though he was not able to dethrone Stephen III,
he obtained a valuable hostage in the king's younger brother
B£la, who was recognised as heir to the Hungarian throne
and received Dalmatia as an appanage.1 Manuel planned to
marry Bela to his daughter and thus to unite Hungary to the
Eastern Empire, but the birth of his son Alexius changed
his plans and Bela was married instead to a princess of
Antioch, Manuel's sister-in-law. In 1173 B&a returned to
Hungary as king, and though he remained on friendly terms
with Manuel the association of Hungary with the Eastern
Empire virtually came to an end.
The reign	it had never been popular in Hungary, and Bela III was
for gome tjme regarcie(i with suspicion as a protege of the
Eastern Emperor. Though Hungary had secured its inde-
pendence of the Western Emperor, its kings had encouraged
German immigration and its cultural contacts were all
Western. The official language was Latin; its Church
acknowledged papal headship ; and education and learning
came to it firstly from Germany and secondly from France.
Bela Ill's second wife was the daughter of Louis VII, and in
her train came French clerics and monks, while a number
of Hungarian students found their way to Paris to sit under
the famous teachers at its cathedral school. Bela's long
reign (1173-96) was distinguished by the skill with which he
utilised Western civilisation to advance that of his own
country and to promote its material prosperity. This was
the more possible since it was for the most part a period of
peace. Unfortunately his regime was not to be maintained ;
after his death there was once more the disturbance of civil
1 Manuel practically had control of Dalmatia while B61a was under his
charge, and afterwards Bela had to contest the possession of it with the
Venetians.

